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Summary of Rating Action
Last Rated Limits
(NPR Million)
Fund-based; short-term limits
20.00
Non-fund based; short-term limits
550.00
Total
570.00
*Instrument details are provided in Annexure-1;
Instrument*

Current Rated Limits
(NPR Million)
20.00
550.00
570.00

Rating Action
[ICRANP] A4+; reaffirmed

Rating action
ICRA Nepal has reaffirmed the short-term rating of [ICRANP] A4+ (pronounced ICRA NP A four plus) assigned to the shortterm loans (including non-fund-based limits) of Ambe Mobiles Private Limited (AMPL).

Rationale
The rating reaffirmation continues to factor in the company’s adequate track record (since 2015) and its experienced
promoters. AMPL is the sole authorized importer and distributor for of LAVA brand of mobile phones (mainly comprising
of budget series of feature phones and smart phones) in Nepal. Low price point and therefore affordability of LAVA
products and AMPL’s exclusive agreement1 with LAVA remain positive for the demand outlook for AMPL over the near
term. The rating also factors in contained low gearing level because of low working capital financing requirement. This
has helped the company maintain comfortable debt coverage indicators (notwithstanding the decline in FY2020 because
of the impact of pandemic on revenue and operating margins as well as delayed receipt 2 of reimbursement against
promotional expenses from the supplier company). Furthermore, AMPL’s sales surpassed its pre-pandemic level in
FY2022, which remains a positive for future demand perspective. The rating also takes comfort from AMPL’s low working
capital intensity and adequate debtor-security mechanisms (~56% of its debtor are secured by bank guarantee as on midAugust 2022).
The ratings are, however, constrained by a general decline in feature phone market segment which accounted for ~54%
of AMPL’s sales in FY2022. Although this is partly offset by the rising proportion of sales along the smart phone segment,
AMPL’s ability to protect its operating revenues and margins will depend on its ability to compete in the smart phone
segment which remains highly competitive. AMPL’s operating margins have shown a general decline over the last few
years (also contributed by the withdrawal of VAT refund facilities to mobile phone importer with effect from early
FY2019). This coupled with relatively small scale of operation limits the economies of scale for the company. Rating
concerns also arise from stretched liquidity position of the company with sustained overutilisation of the drawing power.
Increasing competition in the feature phone and smartphone arena from multiple reputed brands and the risk of
technical obsolescence also remain among the rating concerns.
Going forward, the ability of AMPL to maintain its overall revenue profile by improving its market share in smartphone
segment, protect its margins, and manage its working capital intensity in a highly competitive mobile phone segment,
will have a bearing on its financial profile.

1 Under three-year contract with (In One Smart Technology (H.K.) Limited) with provision for renewal.
2 Received in FY2021 contributing to a higher profit margin for the year.
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Key rating drivers
Credit strengths
Experienced promoters and management team
AMPL belongs to Ambe Group, an established business conglomerate of Nepal with a long history and track record of
investment across diversified sectors such as manufacturing (mainly steel and cement plant), real estate, trading,
financial services, etc. The promoter as well as management of AMPL comprises of seasoned professionals with adequate
industry experience, both of which are positives.
Low gearing supported by low working capital intensity
AMPL’s debt largely comprises of working capital loans. The company has been able to maintain a low working capital
intensity over the last few years thereby reducing its reliance on the bank financing. The requirement of bank financing
remained moderate (NWC/OI of ~14% in FY2022 vs. ~15% in FY2021) despite decreased credit period allowed by the
supplier, due to better controls over customer credit (debtor days). This has helped the company to maintain a low
gearing and comfortable interest coverage indicators in the recent years (notwithstanding the Covid-induced slack in
FY2020). The interest coverage indicator, despite some moderation, stands at ~ 3 times in FY2022 (~24 times in FY2021)
despite high interest rate environment. However, the volatile operating margins, concerns regarding the sustainability
of the future revenue (due to falling sales along feature phone segment) and high interest rate environment could stretch
the debt repayment capacity.
Exclusive distributorship rights and brand recognition of LAVA
AMPL is the sole distributor of LAVA mobile phones in Nepal. In FY2021, LAVA became the third most imported phone,
occupying 12% of the total units of phone imported3 in Nepal. Brand value of LAVA feature phones, its affordability and
exclusive distributorship rights remain positive for the sustainability of revenue over the years. Additionally, the gradual
shift of AMPL from feature phone to budget smartphone, which has marginally better margins, is expected to strengthen
revenue profile in years ahead (although the long-term traction of LAVA smartphones in the domestic market remains
to be tested). AMPL’s distributorship area extends to the whole of Nepal with 47 dealers and after sales service providers,
which can favour the continuation of its market share.

Credit challenges
Constricting market of feature phones
With the increasing access to internet across the country, people are upgrading towards smart phones. The feature
phones, which are the revenue drivers of AMPL, mostly have 2G technology barring the users from using advance internet
applications. In the modern age of 4G/5G technology and increasing affordability of smartphones, demand for feature
phones is declining. In FY2021, the domination of smartphones can be clearly observed in the 100% rise in import of
mobile phones (mostly comprising of smartphones) induced by nationwide lockdown, online classes, and work from
home practices (NPR 18 billion in FY2020 and NPR 36 billion in FY2021). Hence, the gradual shift of consumers from
feature phones to smartphones remains a concern for AMPL’s business with major contribution from feature phone sales
(~54% of AMPL’s sales in FY2022).
Small scale of operations, low margins subdue overall profitability
AMPL’s operating revenues has remained rangebound between NPR 1,000-1,350 million over the last five years
(notwithstanding the decline in FY2020 caused by Covid-19 impact). At the same time, the company’s operating margin
have declined after FY2018 due to rollback of VAT refund facilities from the government to mobile phone importers. The
3

https://www.nepalitelecom.com/2021/10/itel-tops-mobile-import-volume-in-fy-077-78-data-by-nta.html
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company also witnessed a sharp decline in the operating margin for FY2020 after the delayed receipt of reimbursement
against promotional expenses from the supplier company, which was subsequently received in FY2021. Given the small
scale and low margin, the company’s profitability remains highly vulnerable to any externalities. The ability of the
company to maintain its working capital intensity and debt requirement at low level will therefore remain critical to
maintain its incremental financial profile.
Presence of multiple players in mobile industry
The mobile phone industry is characterised by rapid technological changes and remains highly competitive, especially in
the smartphone segment due to the presence of multiple brands in the market. The competition from informal imports
of mobile phones also remains a challenge for domestic importer and distributors. Revenue and growth prospects of the
distributor depend on the product innovation and brand recognition of the brand owner/supplier company. The ability
of AMPL to launch innovative products mainly in smartphone segment at competitive pricing and extend support for
obsolete stock, would have a bearing on the demand for AMPL’s product and therefore its financial outlook.
Stretched liquidity
The company has been witnessing sustained overutilization of the drawing power despite some improvement in recent
years. Loan as percentage of drawing power was ~104% as on mid-July 2022 as against ~125% as on mid-July 2021.
Although the company’s low gearing level offers financial flexibility, the company does not have any liquidity cushion to
withstand any liquidity shocks which remains a concern. The rating factors in the timely availability of liquidity support
from the promoters, if needed.
Analytical approach: For arriving at the ratings, ICRA Nepal has applied its rating methodology as indicated below.
Links to applicable criteria:
Corporate Credit Rating Methodology
Link to last rating rationale:
Rationale_Ambe Mobile Private Limited_Fresh BLR_September 2021

About the company
Ambe Mobiles Private Limited (AMPL) was established in 2015 in Kathmandu, Nepal. It is the sole distributor of LAVA
mobile phones in Nepal.
AMPL belongs to an established business group known as Ambe Group, which is one of the established business
conglomerates of Nepal. The entire equity stake in AMPL is held by Mr. Shobhakar Neupane, who is also the founder and
chairman of Ambe Group. It has its presence in various sectors like real estate, manufacturing, trading, etc.
AMPL has a long-term renewable agreement for exclusive import and distribution of LAVA phones in Nepal. The company
has its presence all over Nepal through 47 retail stores and service centers.
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Key financial indicators
(Instruments) Amount in NPR million
Operating income
OPBDITA/OI (%)
Total debt/ Tangible net worth (TNW; times)
Total outside liabilities/TNW (times)
Total debt/OPBDITA (times)
Interest coverage (times)
DSCR (times)
Net working capital/OI (%)
Current Ratio (times)

FY2018
1,089
7.2%
5.4
6.0
3.0
3.1

Audited
FY2019
FY2020
1,058
732
3.7%
-0.4%
1.2
2.6
3.9
6.1
1.6
-37.6
1.8
-0.3

2.6
23%
1.1

1.7
8%
1.2

-0.3
12%
1.1

FY2021
1,068
8.4%
1.6
4.7
1.3
24.4

Unaudited
FY2022
1,338
3.7%
1.7
2.3
2.9
2.9

19.8
15%
1.2

2.4
14%
1.4

Annexure-1: Instrument details
Instrument
Fund based, Short-term (Overdraft)
Non-fund based, Short-term (Letter of Credit) (A)
Fund based, Short-term (Overdraft/Trust
Receipt/Demand Loan) (within A)
Total

Last Rated Amount
(NPR Million)
20.0
550.0

Current rated amount
(NPR million)
20.0
550.0

(550.0)

(550.0)

570.0

570.0

Rating Action

[ICRANP] A4+;
reaffirmed
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About ICRA Nepal Limited:
ICRA Nepal Limited, the first credit rating agency of Nepal, is a subsidiary of ICRA Limited (ICRA) of India. It was licensed
by the Securities Board of Nepal (SEBON) on October 3, 2012. ICRA Nepal is supported by ICRA Limited through a technical
support services agreement, which envisages ICRA helping ICRA Nepal in areas such as rating process and methodologies,
analytical software, research, training, and technical and analytical skill augmentation.
Our parent company, ICRA Limited, was set up in 1991 by leading financial/investment institutions, commercial banks
and financial services companies as an independent and professional investment information and credit rating agency.
Today, ICRA and its subsidiaries together form the ICRA Group of Companies.
For more information, visit www.icranepal.com
ICRA Nepal Limited
Sunrise Bizz Park, 6th Floor, Dillibazar, Kathmandu, Nepal
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contained herein has been obtained by ICRA Nepal from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. Although reasonable
care has been taken to ensure that the information herein is true, such information is provided ‘as is’ without any warranty of
any kind, and ICRA Nepal in particular, makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness
or completeness of any such information. All information contained herein must be construed solely as statements of opinion
and ICRA Nepal shall not be liable for any losses incurred by users from any use of this publication or its contents
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